No plans this summer? Spend it in France

The IPL Summer School is a dynamic **month-long English-taught program** for science students looking to expand their knowledge of hands-on industrial applications of polymer chemistry.

In a nutshell, the summer school involves us hosting a group of international students in Lyon for **science and engineering classes**, **French training**, and a **host of off-site activities**, both industrial and cultural.

**For whom?**

Students who have completed one or two years of undergraduate studies in the sciences

**When?**

From June 15, 2023 to July 13, 2023

**How much?**

€2,150

**What is included?**
French classes

Three groups: beginner, intermediate, or advanced levels

Housing and transportation

Housing for the whole program is included when enrolling at our summer program. Local transportation and to all excursions is also included.

Cultural and industrial activities

We visit a recycling center to see how plastic is reprocessed, a winery and a chocolate factory in Tain l'Hermitage...

As well as visits to a tannery/leather goods workshop, a cooking class for French desserts, not to mention whatever self-organized weekend trips students choose to take!

Scientific courses

At ITECH, students learn about polymer chemistry and its applications in various materials (textiles, leather, plastic, paint, cosmetics, adhesives), as well as analytical lab skills and colorimetry which are applied to all the other specialties.

Applications are open!

Full information about the program and the application process is available on the website:

IPL Summer School

I remain available for any questions about the program overall, or specifically ITECH's part.

Kind regards,